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THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE

To understand much of what we're doing with
respect to cancer research, you'd need a graduate
degree in microbiologyor biochemistry.
But to understand how well our educational
programs and service resources help both patients
and their families, simply talk to one out of
every 100Americans who are part of our volunteer
program. Or talk to one of the 3 million who've
survivedcancer
:
v
The battle isn't overbut
j
we are winning.
| AMERICAN
Please support the American ? SOCIETY1
Cancer Society.

KEEP UP WITH THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS

IN

CanÅ“rResearch
THE n CITED JOURNAL IN ITS FIELD
Subscribe to CancerResearchâ€”theleading citation source of original studies
in cancer research and cancer-related biomÃ©dicalscience. Issued monthly, Cancer
Research publishes over 7,000pages per year that keep you abreast of the most sig
nificant and timely findings in your field through the following regular features:
â€¢
The most up-to-date articles in basic research and clinical and epidemiological investigations by authors from more than 30 countries and the
United States
â€¢
Perspectives in Cancer Research, in which leading investigators explore con
temporary and at times controversial topics
â€¢
Supplemental issues developed from symposia on relevant subjectsâ€”
Symposium on HTLV, the 1985 supplement, presented reports from an
international conference on the HTLV family of viruses including several
articles on the HTLV-related disease AIDS
â€¢
Proceedings of the American Association for Cancer Research, a special
annual issue that offers stimulating new research ideas in abstract form

ORDER THE MOST HIGHLY CITED JOURNAL IN ITS FIELD TODAY
D Yes, I want to keep up with the latest developments
1986 Subscription Rates:

D Individual, $120

in Cancer Research. Enter my one-year

subscription.

D Institutional, $210

Add $30 for delivery outside the US and Canada. Subscriptions payable in advance (in US currency or equwalent) to:
WAVERLY PRESS, INC.
c/o Cancer Research
428 East Preston St.
Baltimore, MD 21202
Allow 8 weeksfor receiptof first issue.
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You don't have to move mountains to
make a difference on this earth. Or be a
Michelangelo to leave your mark on it.
Leaving even the smallest legacy to the
American Cancer Society can help change
the future for generations to come. By
including the American Cancer Society in
your will, you'll be leaving a loving and

lasting impression on life.
You see, cancer is beatable. The survival
rate for all cancers is already approaching
50% in the United States, j
You'll be giving a gift I AMERICAN
of life to the future. And W CANCER
giving life is the greatest T SOCIETY*
way of leaving your mark on it.

For more information, call your local ACS Unit or write to the American Cancer Society, 4 West 35th Street, New York, NY 10001.

